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mahabharatam is considered as the kavyamam
or the kritisam of vyasa. he wrote this work in
sanskrit. but after so many years he converted it
into tamil and made the tamil translation. tamil
translation was so awesome. if you have some
interest in this subject, you can easily find the
translations of this book in tamil. it is the same
pdf file in tamil in our website. do you know, the
first verse of the first chapter of this popular
verse, is in the tamil language! i do not find it
anywhere in the other hindi translations. this
translation is in the sampradaya known as the
papanatha sampradaya. they translate it like it
is like the bhagavad gita. i have been watching
your blog for about a year. i am a hindu
vaishnava and have read many of the bbt in
tamil in the past. currently i am translating the
bbt in thai as a child of the bhagavad-gita. i
have asked bbt to change the word "sri" to
"god" and "narayana" to "god" in many places. i
ask you to consider these changes as i hope
they are less inflammatory to you. i am sure my
children will read the book and appreciate my
efforts. i have to say that your writing style in
the bbt is extremely boring, as if you wrote it for
a brain dead person. i can understand that you
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need to give some kind of explanation on the
grammar and words, but you do it in such an
uninteresting way. and even when you explain
the meaning of a word or a phrase, the way you
do it, is no different than the way you would
explain it to a college student. this is why i have
always read your books in tamil. the bbt is
great, but i have never been able to read it in
tamil because i did not find it very interesting.
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hare krishna prabhu all glories to srila
prabhupada please accept my humble

obeisances. i really appreciate the work you are
doing prabhu but i have one concern. the

srimad bhagavatam downloads seem to be the
originals but not the ones you are advertising on

krishnastore.com i happen to have that exact
set from the website krishnastore.com and they

differ from the ones that i just downloaded.
please explain this to me because i am having a

hard time trying to understand it. thank you
again prabhu for all your hard work on trying to

preserve the legacy and authenticity of our
spiritual masters books. and please forgive me

prabhu if i have offended you or anyone with my
concerns. i just want to know the truth. hare

krishna prabhu g someone had deleted this set
of scanned copies of srimad bhagvatam frm my

phone. im downloading it again. its beautifull
illustrations really gives a dint of vaikuntha as i
found prabhupad saying in d documentary film
of iskcon (iskcon classic). iskcon philosophy is

poineer n gives a place of shelter in todays
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hectic world of restlessness. it provides a
shortcut reach to d supreme d lotus feet of

krishna. hare krishna prabhu g. i am extremely
thankful first to ms rachana naurial to get me

motivated to download bhadvatam, all volumes.
second thanx to a.c.bhaktivedanta swami

prabhupada and his institutions such as iskon
who have made these priceless scriptures
translated & written in an understandable

language, effective paintings and in electronic
format which makes me a proud owner of this
knowledge. reading it will make my life worthy
for what it has been and realizing the meanings

+ understanding weaved in these texts may
lead me to realization which has been elusive to

most people.. thank you all. 5ec8ef588b
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